Palaeontology Department DENNIS E. WHITE Institute of Geological Sciences Exhibition Road London SW7 2DE 9th April 1974 Ardnamurchan, Centre 1 SIR -The recent letter by Green & Wright (1974) reiterates their misgivings about the geological history of Ardnamurchan, in particular that the Ben Hiant vent is early yet topographically low compared with the high elevation of the later gabbroic plutonic centres. This geological relationship is, however, not unusual; an analogy exists in Skye between the Kilchrist vent south of Broadford and the Cuillen plutonic centre.
They ask (p. 164) where are the intervening faults which give this contrast in elevation ? The answer lies partly in the numerous cone-sheets each of which lies along an inclined fracture with down-throw outwards from the centre, and partly in the fact, evidenced by the intrusive Ben Hiant dolerite, that only some of the lower horizons of the pyroclastic beds filling the crater are preserved. In addition, any postulated cauldron subsidence within the vent merely enhances the above topographic contrast, and there is some evidence for this (Richey & Thomas, 1930, p. 124) . It has been shown (Le Bas, 1971 ) that cone-sheets are capable of raising the country rocks constituting the inner conical portions relative to their surroundings. In Ardnamurchan the central area has been raised by about a hundred times as many cone-sheets as has Ben Hiant and thus, contrary to Green & Wright's interpretation (p. 163,1. 13), Ben Hiant has been relatively lowered by the cone-sheets in comparison with the country rocks in which the main plutonic centres were emplaced. The effect of intrusions of the central gabbros (interpreted as floored layered complexes) would have caused only further uplift of the roofing country rocks. It is thus not surprising that the Ben Hiant vent, which lies just on the edge of all this uplift, is relatively low and early.
Looking forward, the question now arises: what proportions of the elevation of such a volcano as Mauna Loa or Etna might be due to a similar mechanism of uplift? The answer would help to solve some of the problems of lunar and martian volcanic structures.
